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Why are the holidays more stressful for some children and families?

What can I do to help my child experience less stress during the holidays?

What can I do to help myself experience less stress during the holidays?







It’s Supposed to be Fun! 

Why the Stress? 

Top stressors include:

lack of time, 

money worries, 

overcommercialization, 

gift-giving pressure

family get-togethers 



Adding trauma to the stress...

Emotions triggered by family interactions can take us right back

Anger, sadness, and shame

No tools to cope

The people, the chaos, the excess-- can all be way too much for those with a history of trauma.



Pandemic Trauma During the Holidays
Lack of safety, control and inability to meet personal needs, let alone the holidays

Impair our ability to grasp or cope with what is happening

Inability to keep traditions and spend time with loved ones



Many reminders that it is supposed to be ‘the most wonderful time of the year”

For some that may be true, for others the holiday season is wrought with triggers 

such as songs, scents, and rituals. 

During the holiday season, the need for a trauma-informed approach is critical.





The whole season can be a scary and very uncomfortable 

time for our kids, if they don’t feel comfortable, safe or 

secure -- or like they don’t belong

They’re not going to be on their best behavior.

They’re not going to be interested in being polite or cooperative.

They’re not going to care about social protocol.

More likely than not, they are going to ramp up their 

behaviors both in public and in private and may try to 

intentionally sabotage everything. 





A fearful child focuses on…

Survival issues

Safety

Hunger and thirst

Fatigue

Escaping scary situations

Making hurts stop and go away



The loss of people is real

Some of the memories may be sad, 

scary or fantasized

Loss Grief Anger Sadness Overwhelm
Survivor’s

Guilt
Shame Unworthy

Questions
of Why



New Paradigm: 

A Different Look at Behaviors

Behavior is a reflection of fear and mistrust

Look under the behavior:

What is my child trying to say through his/her behaviors?

What does she/he need? 

How can I help?



Fear response can make a child….

Run away and hide 

Lash out physically or verbally 

Get angry or cry 

Stonewall and become unresponsive 

Try to control the situation 

Fear will bully your child into poor behavior



Understandable behavioral reactions
Be prepared for sadness and grief. 

Talk about your child’s feelings throughout the season.

Give your children time and space to grieve. Grief takes many forms and 
may be exhibited in lots of ways, including:

Reverting back to younger behaviors developmentally

Soiling themselves or bedwetting

Becoming withdrawn and isolated

Having temper tantrums

Being rebellious

Complaining more than usual

Needing to be extra busy to avoid feeling

Remember the developmental age of the children. 

It will also help you to stay patient if you keep in mind the challenges of the season 
for your child before you react.

Expressions of gratitude don’t often come readily from kids from hard places. 

They are in survival mode, especially during the holidays. 



Holidays Can Hurt 

When Trauma is Present

Sometimes bringing family together causes verbal and/or physical fights. 

Sometimes people indulge in too much alcohol or other substances when they’re with 

their children, making their behavior unpredictable and frightening. 

Sometimes there isn’t money for presents or a special meal. 

Sometimes holiday breaks from school are filled with tension, stress, and unpredictability. 

Sometimes the expectations of the holiday season create immense disappointments for 

caregivers and their children. 

Sometimes there’s sadness that loved ones aren’t around to celebrate 



What Can I Do?
FOR MY CHILD AND FOR ME….



What Can I Do?
Give yourself (and them) grace

Provide felt safety and security

Disarm fear response

Talk openly, often and without judgment

Name stress and normalize it

Help evaluate priorities and necessities

Support healthy habits & coping skills

Social media ‘hygiene’

Evaluate the need for further help



What Can I Do for My Child?
Plan ahead for your stressors

Stick with routines as much as possible

Prepare the child for the holidays in your home

Prepare friends and family before you visit

Engage in behaviors that build resilience

Help them make sure their loved ones are okay

Understand and encourage your child’s own traditions and beliefs

Understand if they pull away

Recognize and name feelings



What Can I Do for Myself?

Remember what makes you happy

Take care of yourself

Expect imperfection

Say no

Know your triggers and get creative

Pre-plan your coping strategies

Look for alternative ways to celebrate





Trauma Informed & Zero-Suicide Agency

Mental Health Services
Individual and Family Counseling

Group Counseling

Case Management

Transitional Age Individual and Group Services

Family Empowerment 

Adoption and Kinship Supports
Support Groups

Consultations

Focused Mental Health Treatment

Mentoring

Ohio KAN Navigator

Foster Care
Foster Homes

Foster Parent Training

Respite Services

Mentoring

LOCATIONS

BROOK PARK

CANTON

MILLERSBURG 

SEBRING

Contact Us

330-493-0083

www.pathwaycfc.org


